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Still Life

I went to disgorge the bird from the cat's jaw.
   Flayed on its neck-gut, its gargoyle perch
   held an unidentifiable pulp.

A glimmer of matter. At its haunches
   there were summer ears of corn, blood-polished.
   Hip-bones

paused in leaping, one paw still positioned
   to urge the bird downward
   its polyped tongue like tinder

poised to flush the cornhusks orange
   against the butchered mass
   as if birthing the baby through the mouth

Figure: Geese

The geese were out, big as myth
Their sand-grit knuckles slapping
the asphalt. They rasped
he stumbled - and tracking
through the grass
He almost felt
The iron heat of the neck
constricted as if a cry: Repent!

A fiery brushstroke in the sky.
His heart was a target,
his heart was a target

and he had sewn gold coins into his breast pocket
his heart was a target
his heart was a void
A Russian Self-Portrait

1
I draw the shawl around my arms. There is a waltz playing.
I am bent over the sewing machine. My fingers are wax-cold, like tapers.

2
The needle stops and I am singing

3
My arms are pools of lymph, they are dripping
I see the horses coming at a gallop.

4
The color of my hair, a paper bag. The cabinets thick wood and newspaper-clotted.
Nylon pools at my knees.

5
I kicked and kicked at the church door.

6
My name is Manya
But in the new world they will call me Margot,
and my grandchildren will have long names, names of angels

7
You pick a fish by its eye. The eye of a good fish is clear as a sleepwalker's.

8
I kicked and kicked. I could hear them breathing inside
My face was clay, was stone. My skull a vault of sky.

9
My name is Margot
But call me Mara
For my life has been made bitter

10
The needle stops and I am shaking
Violently (q=72)

Score in C  
Text by Margot Lurie  
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I went to disgorge the bird from the cat's jaw. Flayed on its neck-gut its
gar-goyle perch
held an un-i-den-ti-fi-a-ble pulp.
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A glimmer of matter.
At its haunches, there were summer ears of
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mf
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mf
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mf
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mf
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mf

mf
to urge the bird downward its poly-ped tongue like tender poised
Freely, Faster (\(\dot{\tau}=100\))
A tempo ($\mu=72$)
The geese were out, big as___
Più Mosso (q=96)
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Drum Set
Cross-Stick

their sand-grit knuck-les slapping the asphalt.

f Forcefully

pp mp f ppp mp
They rasped, he stumbled and tracking through the grass...
he almost felt the iron heat of the neck

constricted as if a

Snare Drum with drum sticks

to Large Gong

to Large Bass Drum
Much Slower \( (\text{\textit{q}}=45) \)
accel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Much Faster (q=100)

Music notation with indications such as "Shouted as a warning" and "Ah".
Tempo Primo ($\frac{4}{4}$=76)

sky. His heart was a target, His heart was a tar-

Vn. 1

Vn. 2

Vi.

Vc.

Db.
get and he had sewn gold coins into his breast pocket.
His heart was a target.
His heart was a void.
A Russian Self-Portrait

Forcefully ($\text{\textit{f}=60}$)
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Triangle
Large Bass Drum To Vibraphone

Crotales To Marimba

locod
I draw the shawl a-round my

Vigorously

ff

To Large Bass Drum

Vibrations

Marimba

mf

Vigorously

I draw the shawl a-round my
arms. There is a waltz playing. I am bento-ver the
sewing machine. My fingers are wax cold, like tapers.
My arms are pools of lymph, they are drip-ping
Fl.
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I see the horses coming at a gallop.

To Timpani

Snare off
The color of my hair, a paper bag. The cabinets thick wood.
and news-pa-per clot-ted. Ny-lon pools at my knees.
Angrily (\(q=84\))

I kicked and kicked at the church door
My name is Man-ya but in the new world they will
call me Mar-got, and my grand-child ren will have long names, names of an-gels
Slightly Faster, with Determination \( (\dot{\text{c}}=92) \)
You pick a fish by its eye. The eye of a fish.

Spoken, as a mother to a child.
good fish is clear as a sleep-walker's.
Più Mosso (\text{\textgamma}=100)

I kicked and kicked.

I could hear them breathing inside.
molto rit. . . . . . . . . . . . . Largo (\( \text{q}=50 \))

My face was clay,
was stone. My skull a vault of sky.
Anxiously (q=100) rall.

My name is Mar-got but call me Ma-ra__, for my life has been made
Very Slowly  \( (q=50) \)

The need-le stops  and I am shak-ing

Spoken sadly  \( p \)

Spoken reverently  \( mp \)